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Abstract
A perception experiment testing the interpretation of backchannels by Vietnamese native listeners (Ha 2012) indicates that the pitch reflecting affective meanings may not be derived from the Frequency Code as proposed for a large number of languages (Ohala 1983, Gussenhoven 2004). In the current study we investigate the prosodic patterns of backchannels used by Vietnamese and German speakers in map task dialogues. The analysis focuses on the rechecking phase of the map task. Our findings show that Standard Vietnamese backchannels are produced consistently with a falling/level pitch contour. For German, although there is variation in the form of backchannels, they are predominantly produced with a rising contour. The study points out potential misunderstandings that may occur in intercultural talk in general, and in Vietnamese-German dyads in particular.
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1. Introduction
Intonation not only serves linguistic functions, such as indicating whether an utterance is a question or a statement, but also conveys interpersonal meanings such as whether someone is being polite or is an interested listener. The mapping between intonation – more specifically pitch modulation – and the functions it expresses is not always the same across languages and cultures.

Perception studies have shown that listeners with different language backgrounds can have distinct perception strategies and that different speech communities may associate the same pitch contours with meaning in diverging ways [1], [2], [3]. A recent study on Vietnamese backchannels [4] has shown that Standard Vietnamese might be an exception to the intonational universals as derived from the Frequency Code [2], [5] which makes reference to the relationship between the size of the larynx and the vibration of the vocal folds across speakers. This code is claimed to explain the association of high pitch with questions and affective meanings such as friendliness, politeness and submissiveness as well as the association of low pitch with confidence and dominance [1], [2], [5].

The current study compares Vietnamese and German, two languages and cultures that differ in many ways. German is an intonation language with stress-timed rhythm that makes use of pitch, among other parameters, to convey meaning at utterance or discourse level [6]. Vietnamese is, on the other hand, a syllable-timed language with a complex lexical tone system, in which pitch is essentially used to convey word meaning [7].

As far as we know, there have been no studies that directly compare these two languages in terms of culture-specific discourse strategies. Our aim in this paper is to investigate how native speakers of these two languages use pitch modulation when interacting with a conversation partner. More specifically, we are concerned with how they give feedback whilst engaged in task-oriented dialogues. In section 2 we briefly report on a perception test conducted for Vietnamese [4], addressing how Vietnamese listeners interpret the affective meaning of pitch modulation on backchannels. This part serves as background for our production experiment involving Vietnamese and German map tasks, which we present in section 3. In section 4, we conclude and discuss the findings in the context of potential misunderstandings in intercultural talk.

2. Background
Backchannels are commonly short utterances (e.g. yes, right or exactly) or even utterances with non-lexical items (e.g. uh huh or mhm) with a distinctive prosody and which can be accompanied by facial expressions or specific gaze behaviour. The primary function of backchannels is to signal the listener’s attention. In addition, they have been found to signal affiliation or agreement with the content of the talk at hand [8], [9], [10]. Recent studies on the prosody of backchannels in other languages such as British English show that a falling tone plus a rapid speech tempo can convey non-supportiveness, such as when the listener attempts to end the speaker’s turn/topic [11]. In American English a high pitch on backchannels can show that the listener is interested and encourages the speaker to say more about the current topic [12].

A previous study on the perception of affective meanings of pitch modulation in Vietnamese backchannels [4] found that level or falling pitch on backchannels is interpreted by native listeners of Standard Vietnamese as significantly more polite than rising pitch. In this study two backchannel tokens excised from two contexts signalling attention and agreement were manipulated for the last 50% of the word. The manipulation created four contours with endings at four pitch levels, the difference between each level being 30 Hz, as illustrated in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Manipulated pitch levels on ò/ù.](Image 493x794 to 539x822)

Figure 1: Manipulated pitch levels on ò/ù.
In a semantic scaling task, 24 subjects judged the hearer’s politeness and 25 subjects judged the hearer’s dominance on a 5-point scale (higher values indicate greater level of politeness and dominance).

The results for politeness showed that across both contexts level/falling contours were perceived as more polite than rising contours, see Figure 2. For dominance, as illustrated in Figure 3, there is a tendency for level/falling pitch to be perceived as less dominant than rising pitch, although there were considerable differences across the two backchannel types (signalling attention vs. agreement).

**3. Production experiment**

Studies on German show that backchannels in the language are also realised with a number of intonational patterns. These include falling and falling-rising pitch as expressions of acknowledgment, and confirmation or agreement, respectively [14], [15], [16]. In this section we analyse task-oriented dialogues to investigate how speakers of Vietnamese and German signal that they are listening so that the interlocutor can continue to talk.

**3.1. Participants and map task**

We recorded a corpus of map task dialogues involving native speakers of Vietnamese and German. Since the number of male speakers was not comparable across the two languages, in this study we only focus on the data of female speakers. Participants were 10 Vietnamese female speakers (aged 20 to 35) and 10 German female speakers (aged 22 to 26) in Hanoi and in Cologne. All of them were recorded in their native languages and without eye contact. We used the map task design from the HCRC Map Task Corpus [17]. Two participants have slightly different maps with 11 or 12 landmarks. Some of the landmarks are located differently. While only one map has a route marked on it, the other has only the starting point of the route. The task is for one participant to instruct the other to reproduce the route on the second map without either participant seeing the other’s map. This is achieved by discussing the route and landmarks. Towards the end of the task both participants recheck the route, making sure that the reproduced route corresponds to the original one. We refer to this as the rechecking phase.

Two sets of maps were used with each dyad, so that each participant was recorded once giving instructions and once drawing the route. In total, our corpus consisted of 20 dialogues, 10 Vietnamese and 10 German. The basic structure of every dialogue contains the following moves: instructing, checking, query, explaining and aligning [cf. 18]. The aligning move involves the rechecking phase, the part of the task we focus on here, specifically on the backchannels produced by the instructor whilst listening to the follower describing the route that she has drawn. This ensures a consistent comparison of backchannels of one and the same category across the languages.

**3.2. Data and methods**

Excerpts (1) and (2) represent Standard Vietnamese and German backchannels from the rechecking phase analysed in this study. For the annotation of non-lexical tokens, we use \textit{mm} for monosyllabic tokens and \textit{mm mm} for disyllabic ones. The acoustic features of disyllabic tokens are provided below.

(1) A: ̀Đi thẳng trước và hướng cánh tay ở ngay dưới.
    I’m going straight on in the direction of the celery, right at the bottom.

    B: ̀Mm.

(2) A: ̀Ich gehe über den Storch.
    I’m going over the stork.

    B: ̀O.
    Yes.

These results suggest that there is a difference in the way pitch signals affective meanings in this language as compared to cross-linguistic tendencies derived from the Frequency Code, according to which a higher pitch is associated with a higher perceived degree of politeness and a lower pitch is associated with a higher perceived degree of dominance [1], [2], [5] [cf. 13].
In general speakers of both languages used a number of words as backchannels in the rechecking phases: In German they were okay, richtig ‘right’, genau ‘correct’, ja genau ‘yes, right’, and the non-lexical items mm, mm mm. In Vietnamese the backchannels are chään ‘correct’, rồi ‘got it!’, đúng rồi ‘right’, ơkê ‘okay’, ừ/ờ ‘yes’, and the non-lexical items mm, mm mm. In this analysis we focus on the prosody of the three backchannels which occur most frequently in both languages in the corpus. They are ja, ừ/ờ (German and Vietnamese ‘yes’), and in both languages, the monosyllabic mm and the disyllabic mm mm. The latter non-lexical items are particularly relevant for our analysis as they can be seen as the carrier of intonation without any lexical tone in Vietnamese. Tokens that occur non-finallly (e.g. turn-initially) were excluded, the same applies to tokens functioning as responses to tag or yes/no questions, e.g. to questions seeking confirmation. In total we analysed 310 backchannels. Table 1 provides the frequency of these tokens across the two languages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Token / Language</th>
<th>mm</th>
<th>mm mm</th>
<th>ja / ừ / ờ</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vietnamese</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The target tokens were annotated using conversation-analytical methods [19] to identify the pragmatic context of backchannels on the one hand, and auditory as well as acoustic methods on the other. Disyllabic tokens in German were identified by a clearly discernable voiced glottal fricative [ɦ] between the two syllables. In cases where it was not clear whether the syllable was disyllabic, we took into account the speech pressure waveforms and intensity contours. Disyllabic tokens in Vietnamese were more straightforward to identify, with a glottal stop marking the onset of each of the two syllables.

F0 values and duration of the tokens were extracted for further analysis. The F0 contour was analysed by calculating the intervals (in semitones relative to the respective utterance mean) between the F0 of the time point at 10% (A) and the time point at 90% (B) into the tokens. This measurement was conducted in order to minimise the effect of microprosody and glottalization at the beginning and the end of the syllable. If the value of the interval between B and A was positive, this was an indication of a rising contour, if it was negative or zero, it indicated that the contour was falling or level. Note that across the annotated tokens, there are no major inflection points between A and B that change the form (rising, falling or level) of the contour. The F0 contours were extracted in Praat [20], corrected using a customized version of mausmooth [21], and plotted in Praat and R [22].

3.3. Results

In general we found that Vietnamese non-lexical backchannels are either falling or have a level contour, while the German equivalents are predominantly rising. For the lexical token meaning ‘yes’ in both languages, the picture is somewhat different. The ja tokens in German can either rise or fall, falls being often accompanied by glottalization. For Vietnamese ờ and ừ, the contours are consistently level or falling, similar to the citation form realisation of the lexical falling tone of the words.

We examined the distribution of the F0 rises and falls by calculating the intervals between the F0 of the time point at 10% (A) and the time point at 90% (B) into the tokens. The distributions of the calculated intervals are plotted in Figure 4 for lexical (i.e. ‘yes’) vs. non-lexical tokens across the two languages investigated. The boxplot shows the quartiles of the data (whiskers represent 1.5x inner quartile range, and notches ±1.58x IQR/sqrt(n)). This figure shows an asymmetry in the distribution of the pitch contours across the two languages: The values for Vietnamese are predominantly below the zero level, indicating that Vietnamese backchannels have a falling or level F0 contour. There is only one outlier for a non-lexical mm the value of which displays a clear further distance to the zero line.

By contrast, the values for German are more variable, especially in the case of the lexical ja tokens indicating that these tokens can have a rising or a falling contour. The clearest difference lies between the non-lexical backchannels of the two languages. In Vietnamese they fall or have a level contour. In general we found that Vietnamese non-lexical backchannels are either falling or have a level contour, while the German equivalents are predominantly rising. For the lexical token meaning ‘yes’ in both languages, the picture is somewhat different. The ja tokens in German can either rise or fall, falls being often accompanied by glottalization. For Vietnamese ờ and ừ, the contours are consistently level or falling, similar to the citation form realisation of the lexical falling tone of the words.

Figure 4: Distribution of F0 intervals in semitones between the time points of 10% and 90% into the tokens (negative values = falling, positive values = rising).

In terms of duration, there is a tendency for German that higher pitch corresponds to longer duration. This tendency is clearer for the backchannels meaning ‘yes’, which are plotted in Figure 5 with overall trendlines calculated by linear regression for the respective languages (not accounting for the
factor speaker). While the duration for ja ranges from around 100 to 500ms, the duration for ờ/ừ ranges between 200 and around 350ms. The falling ja tokens are the shortest on average and the rising ja tokens the longest. The Vietnamese falling/level ờ/ừ tokens are midway between the two.

Our production study revealed crucial differences between the backchannel intonation patterns of German and Vietnamese listeners during the rechecking phase of the map task. While Vietnamese “Go on!” signals are consistently level or falling, German equivalents are predominantly rising. We also found that the intonation patterns in German are more flexible than those in Vietnamese, most probably due to the functional load of pitch in conveying word meanings in the latter. The German ja tokens appear to have a rising as well as a falling contour. The former contour signals attention or “Go on!”, while the latter contour appears to have a closing confirmation function (such as “Done!”) occurring toward the end of a move or at the end of a conversation. In terms of duration, there is a tendency for German “Go on!” backchannels (rising contour) to be longer on average than the Vietnamese ones, whereas the German “Done!” backchannels (falling contour) tend to be shorter.

Although the majority of the ja tokens have a rising contour, a considerable number have a level or falling contour. Our sequential analysis, i.e. the analysis of the conversational context [cf. 19] of the ja utterances in German, shows that while the rising ja tokens predominantly indicate “Go on! I’m listening” (n=42), the falling ones (n=17) indicate other pragmatic meanings such as “Done!” or “Done, you can go to the next landmark!”. The falling/level pitch contour is often accompanied by non-modal voice such as glottalization, which occurs at the end of the word. A closer look at these tokens shows that they also appear to have a function in structuring discourse. Across the board, by using these tokens the listener conveys some ‘closure’ notion, i.e. her agreement with the content of the talk, and at the same time closing (a sequence of or a move in) the conversation. The existence of these two intonationally distinguished categories within the totality of the German ja tokens explains the great variance in the F0 contours found.

4. Conclusion and discussion

The current study provides information for learners of Vietnamese, in particular for learners with German as a native language. Backchannels in Standard Vietnamese are commonly produced with a low level or falling pitch. A rise is not unnatural but it can be perceived as impolite. Misinterpretation during communication with native speakers of Vietnamese are thus likely if German speakers transfer the prosodic patterns from their first language to Vietnamese speech.

Further investigation is needed to ascertain the potential misunderstandings in Vietnamese-German dyads mentioned above. Follow-up study will look at the backchannels across the two languages occurring during the real tasks (i.e. during the instructing, checking, query and explaining moves) from the same corpus, on the one hand and at the perception of native listeners of German in terms of how they interpret the affective meanings when the intonation of the signals are modified towards the Vietnamese patterns, on the other.
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Figure 5: Distribution of F0 intervals in semitones between the time points of 10% and 90% of the tokens ja, ờ/ừ, plotted against token duration
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